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	This book analyzes energy and reliability as major challenges faced by designers of computing frameworks in the nanometer technology regime.  The authors describe the existing solutions to address these challenges and then reveal a new reconfigurable computing platform, which leverages high-density nanoscale memory for both data storage and computation to maximize the energy-efficiency and reliability. The energy and reliability benefits of this new paradigm are illustrated and the design challenges are discussed. Various hardware and software aspects of this exciting computing paradigm are described, particularly with respect to hardware-software co-designed frameworks, where the hardware unit can be reconfigured to mimic diverse application behavior.  Finally, the energy-efficiency of the paradigm described is compared with other, well-known reconfigurable computing platforms.
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Story Circle: Digital Storytelling Around the WorldJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Everyone loves a story. Not everyone loves a computer. ‘Digital storytelling’ is a workshop-based practice in which people are taught to use digital media to create short audio-video stories, usually about their own lives, placing the universal human delight in narrative and self expression into the hands of everyone, bringing a...
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Openvpn: Building And Integrating Virtual Private NetworksPackt Publishing, 2006
OpenVPN is an outstanding piece of software that was invented by James Yonan in the year 2001 and has steadily been improved since then. No other VPN solution offers a comparable mixture of enterprise-level security, usability, and feature richness. We have been working with OpenVPN for many years now, and it has always proven to be the best...
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Practical Guide to Project Planning (ESI International Project Management Series)Auerbach Publications, 2007

	Practical Guide to Project Planning is filled with project documents and templates ready to use for planning and managing project. It explains project analysis and modeling techniques so these documents and templates can be used for effective project management. In addition, the book is also a guide to best practices that comply with...
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Mastering AutoCAD Civil 3D 2009Sybex, 2008
Design Your Way from Field to Finish with This Expert Guide to Civil 3D
    Understand concepts, create perfect designs, and manage every stage of your projects with this thorough guide to Autodesk's powerful civil engineering software. Authored by experts with close ties to Autodesk and the Civil 3D community, this guide...
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Microsoft  Windows  Small Business Server 2003 R2 Administrator's CompanionMicrosoft Press, 2006
Get comprehensive information to deploy, manage, and troubleshoot Microsoft Windows Small Business Server 2003 R2 for messaging and collaboration, Internet access, database storage, printing, faxing, support for line-of-business applications, and end-to-end network administration.

The first time you noticed Microsoft...
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Industrial Robots Programming: Building Applications for the Factories of the FutureSpringer, 2006
Industrial Robots Programming focuses on designing and building robotic manufacturing cells, and explores the capabilities of today’s industrial equipment as well as the latest computer and software technologies. Special attention is given to the input devices and systems that create efficient human-machine interfaces, and...
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